
Memorial Service History 

Diluv Gegen Khutugtu passed away on 

May 21, 1964, in New York City.  He 

arrived in America in 1950 from Tai-

wan. In 1946, he traveled to  Lhasa, 

Tibet on an arduous journey to  search 

and possibly confirm the subsequent 

reincarnation of the late 8th Bogdo 

Gegen Khalkha Jebtsum Damba.  

Subsequently, Diluv Gegen Khutugtu 

returned to Hongkong where with the 

help of Dr. Owen Lattimore, he made 

his way to the United States in 1949. 

Not too long thereafter, the Kalmyk 

Mongols arrived to established a com-

munity in and around Freewood Acres, 

now called Howell, New Jersey. Here 

Diluv Gegen established the first Mon-

golian Buddhist temple in a modest 

former garage. After a close to fifteen 

years of active presence in the Kalmyk  

community, he passed away after a long 

illness.  

Since then, the late Ven. Jambal Dorj 

along with other Khalkha Mongols 

annually held annual memorial service 

honoring Diluv Gegen Khutugtu. Ven, 

Jambal Dorj passed away at the age of 

102 on December 25, 2011. This year’s 

49th Diluv Khutugtu Memorial Service 

continued the important historical 

spiritual tradition at the very temple 

dedicated to memory of His Holiness 

the Diluv Gegen Khutugtu .  

Throughout the late 1960’s, and well 

into the early 1990’s, less than a dozen 

participants attended the annual memo-

rial services. Often, the number of the 

lamnars exceeded the participants. Then 

starting in the early 1990’s, as increasing 

number of Mongols moved to the 

United States, the annual participants 

have been growing. Close to hundred or 

so guests participated in this year’s 49th 

Diluv Gegen Khutugtu Memorial 

The 49th DILuv KHUTUGTU memorial service 

Sunday, may 26, 2013 
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Attending the service were His Excellency 
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Service at the Nitsan Temple in Howell, 

New Jersey.  

Ven. Yondon Gyansto along with nine 

other Mongolian and Tibetan lamnars 

presided over the  two hour long service.  

Gegeen News 

There was a memorial service held earlier 

in the morning to honor the late Ven. 

Jambal Dorj’s Baksha, Ochirdar lam, 

from Omon Gov Aimag. Ochirdar lam, a 

notable spiritual and a political luminary 

passed away in 1966 in Freewood Acres. 

The above photograph of Diluv Gegen 

and Ochirdar lam was taken in Tibet 

sometime in the fall of 1946. 


